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The EASIER project for automatic translation of sign
languages adopts the view that annotated corpora
associated to rich lexical databases have an important
role to play in developing and improving language
technologies for the automatic translation of sign
languages. Doing so requires several steps, and should also
include a pathway for under-resourced sign languages to
be included. This aspect of the larger EASIER project is
outlined here around three main questions…

Q1.

Overview of the Datasets for the Sign Languages of Europe (Kopf, Schulder, & Hanke 2021)
This report describes all the known sign language resources in the EU that would
meet the needs of the EASIER pipeline. It identi es and describes 26 corpora and
41 lexical resources, covering 24 European sign languages

Q2.
*

HIGH COVERAGE LANGUAGES

What is the current status of sign language datasets
across Europe?

Given variation in annotation and coding across datasets,
how can they be aligned for the same pipeline?

*

Speci cation for the Harmonization of Sign Language Annotations (Kopf, Schulder, Hanke,

*

& Bigeard 2022)

This technical report contains two key contributions:
(1) Analysis of 20+ aspects of differences in annotation standards between the
existing corpora (e.g., segmentation, compounds, directional verbs)
(2) Proposes a basic single uni ed interchange format in JSON container to encode
information relevant to EASIER translation pipeline

*

* Main language pairs in EASIER project (6)

Q3.

*
MIXED COVERAGE LANGUAGES

How to prepare under-resourced languages
for integration into this pipeline?

*

Identify new language
documentation projects

De nition of minimal contents of
dataset for participation

Outreach to both academia and deaf associations,
especially to countries with gaps in documentation
(yellow in chart & map) to nd new, unknown, or
upcoming documentation projects

Overview of what would be minimally necessary to
create quality datasets usable for language technologies
used in automatic translation of sign languages

Training sessions for new documentation
projects

Work ow documents

Training workshop offered to language
documentation teams, prioritizing those with current,
new, and upcoming projects of less-resourced
languages

Materials that will be a guide to those starting
language documentation projects. These materials
will cover both linguistic and technological
questions about annotation and coding. These will
also support training sessions

modified from: https://www.vecteezy.com/free-vector/europe-map

Infrastructure to automatically analyze
other datasets

LOW / UNKNOWN COVERAGE

Video processing services in the form of an
infrastructure running on high-performance clusters
will be offered to less-resourced languages; i.e., for
the use of state-of-the-art 2D pose estimation
techniques used to feed translation pipelines
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Map showing the extent of sign language documentation in SLs in EU countries
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